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HTML5 for Web DesignersBook Apart, 2010

	When Mandy Brown, Jason Santa Maria and I formed A Book Apart, one topic burned uppermost in our minds, and there was only one author for the job.


	Nothing else, not even "real fonts" or CSS3, has stirred the standards-based design community like the imminent arrival of HTML5. Born out of dissatisfaction with the pacing...
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Blender For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
So you’ve heard about Blender, the free 3D animation software. You really want to know more about the features of Blender, where to get it, and how to use it. You’re in luck. It’s all in Blender For Dummies, including Blender software on the bonus DVD.
Because there’s a lot to learn about Blender, you’ll...
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Robert Ludlum's The Bourne LegacySt Martin Press, 2004

	In Robert Ludlum's ground-breaking career, no other character so captured and held the world's imagination as Jason Bourne. He appeared in three of Robert Ludlum's own #1 bestselling novels - The Bourne Identity, The Bourne Supremacy, and The Bourne Ultimatum - and they remain amongst Ludlum's most-read...
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Foundation Website Creation with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScriptFriends of Ed, 2012

	Foundation Website Creation with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript shows the entire process of building a website. This process involves much more than just technical knowledge, and this book provides all the information you'll need to understand the concepts behind designing and developing for the Web, as well as the best means...
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By the Skin of Our Teeth: The Art and Design of Morning BreathDey Street Books, 2017

	A beautifully designed visual history of Morning Breath, Inc., the Brooklyn-based boutique design studio whose collaborators include renowned musical artists (from Jay Z to the Foo Fighters) as well as such top brands as Vans and Adidas.


	In 1996 while working at the in-house design department at Think...
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Managing Knowledge for Sustained Competitive Advantage: Designing Strategies for Effective Human Resource ManagementPfeiffer, 2003
Knowledge management is a topic of steadily increasing interest to today's organizations. To date, however, the field of industrial/organizational psychology has not yet applied its unique knowledge and expertise to the problem of competing through knowledge. This volume addresses the problem by presenting a framework— derived from the...
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How to Do Everything with Your SmartphoneMcGraw-Hill, 2004
   Kick off your shoes and let How to Do Everything with Smartphone show you the essentials of operation, plus enough Windows mobile add-ons and customization tricks to make you want to 86 your other communications devices. Combine cutting edge PDA technology with wireless communication and use scheduling software, finance and text...
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Cross-Platform .Net Development: Using Mono, Portable.Net, and Microsoft .NetApress, 2004

	.NET is not just for Windows anymore! This unprecedented book examines the advantages of building portable, cross-platform.NET code. Even if you are only vaguely familiar with .NET, with the aid of this book, you’ll quickly learn how to run .NET code on different platforms.


	You may run code among the Linux, Unix, Mac OS X,...
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Beautiful Data: The Stories Behind Elegant Data SolutionsO'Reilly, 2009
In this insightful book, you'll learn from the best data practitioners in the field just how wide-ranging -- and beautiful -- working with data can be. Join 39 contributors as they explain how they developed simple and elegant solutions on projects ranging from the Mars lander to a Radiohead video.


 
 With Beautiful...
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Mastering C# Database ProgrammingSybex, 2003
Enter a New World of Database Programming 
     
     C# and ADO.NET     facilitate the development of a new generation of database applications,     including remote applications that run on the     Web. Mastering C# Database Programming is the resource you need to thrive     in this new world. Assuming...
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Sams Teach Yourself Red Hat Linux 8 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2003
An easy-to-understand, step-by-step guide to installing, configuring, and using Red Hat Linux. Red Hat Linux is the most popular choice among Linux users in the U.S., with about 80% of the U.S. Linux market. Includes complete coverage of the new features of the upgrade to Red Hat, due out in Fall 2002. Assumes no prior knowledge of Linux and is an...
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Configuring Cisco Voice Over IPSyngress Publishing, 2002
Arming network administrators with a thorough understanding of Cisco’s current VoIP solutions and the means to put them to work, Configuring Cisco Voice Over IP, Second Edition demonstrates how to configure all of Cisco’s core VoIP products, among them Cisco CallManager software, Cisco 7910 series phones, and server-based IP PBXs. Now...
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